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The attempt for analysis of modern state in national genetic psychology is linked with significant difficulties that have general and completely logical explanation: they appear because this sphere of psychological science is in the process of rapid establishment, which is accompanied by ambiguous phenomena. A very serious task is to define the subject of research, which is complicated by the fact that most other sections of psychology are inclined to the problems of development and formation.

The subject is thus “washed off” that once more testifies to the long crisis in scientific psychology. If to try in the analysis “to catch” everything that is known about development in modern psychology (and, at last, it would be fair) – we would have to write a large book, although it could not help in this situation to differentiate this subject from other sections of psychology. Thus, it is very difficult to distinguish the field of analysis “due to subject”.

Moreover, it is not necessary to do it in terms of scientific ethics. So, if we aim the analytical research to the problem on development of psychics, then we are just obliged to use the results from a great number of works that are not included into that scientific school, in which achievements we are interested.

It is impossible to pretend that as if there are no other directions, which also relate to development, or to mention them only in negative aspect, as it is unfortunately the case in some theoretic analytical works on genetic psychology.

So, having acknowledged that psychical development is studied very widely, let's mention that we are interested in those researches, which were made within theoretical notions in cultural historical model by L.S. Vygotsky using experimental genetic method (if the research is experimental).

This unity (theoretical notion – method) is very essential not only in terms of general methodological point of view but because, in our opinion, it is namely its strict learning that allowed the scientific direction not only surviving but developing into independent and very interesting sphere of psychology (hereinafter in the text we will use the expression “genetic psychology” exclusively for designation of this direction in psychology).
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Introduction

Overcoming with incentive-reactive scheme in experimental research, study of psychical development as “a process” but not as “a thing”, replacement of subdivision of the psychical into “elements” for more meaningful analysis, and, at last, definition of essence for human development, entry to sad two-factor paradigm due to its backwardness – it is the main purpose for those ones, who conducted pioneer research in national genetic psychology. The realization of abovementioned purpose led to deployment of the whole scientific direction, which for 70 years principally changed the system of notions about development of psychics – practically new science has been created. Dismal grimace of social conditions “provided” with closedness of this science for international scientific community, and not only international ... (at least, modern western psychology, with all its positives, continues fighting in the nets of two-factor scheme for explanation of treatment and development, artificially finding “something third”). It is compulsorily necessary to open national genetic psychology
to the scientific world, having realized the real meaning of its achievements, without neurotic shyness.

Famous historian of science in the USA Loren R. Graham wrote, analyzing the development of Soviet psychology: “I would like to warn historians of science against mistakes in assessments, related to the tendency to look at events that occurred in the Soviet Union, as at something that has no meaning for history of development of thought in the whole” (Graham, 1991).

It is not sufficient to analyze concrete researches in order to understand and to assess the scientific results, received by genetic psychology. The initial theoretical and research position, ways for receipt and interpretation of experimental results are the things that have top-priority and principal meaning in order to understand the essence of this direction.

Theoretical basis and discussions

Firstly we will try to formulate our vision of this real phenomenon in scientific thought. Here we will analyze the main directions that were formed in genetic psychology. Then we will briefly fix upon some problems and perspectives in experimental genetic study of development of psychics.

Of course, it is necessary to start from L.S. Vygotskyy, from his understanding of necessity in refusal from existing way of scientific psychological analysis and statement that “it is not the experimental but genetic psychology that leads us to the new understanding of analysis” (Vygotskyy, 1982, p. 95). And further Vygotskyy explains which analysis, in his opinion, will be adequate to psychical development as a subject of research. This, he writes, “is the analysis of a process but not of a thing, the analysis that discloses the real causal dynamic connection and relations, and does not divide the external features for the process, so, the explanatory genetic analysis but not the descriptive one that returns to initial point restores all processes of development of any form that in this kind is the psychological petrifaction” (Vygotskyy, 1982, p. 100). And a bit further there is the exact formula “Most difficulties of genetic analysis are to penetrate into how the real natural process of development occurs using experimentally caused and artificially organized processes of treatment” (Vygotskyy, 1982, p. 129).

The abovementioned citations are necessary as they contain the sources for genetic psychology and to do without them would mean to interpret Vygotskyy that is in general very difficult, as he is very precise in scientific definitions while expressing his opinion. It is important as the research position of scientist is important for us.

What was inconvenient for Vygotskyy in existing way of psychological analysis? He found the facts for creation and application of symbols (signification) in human behavior that resulted in principal reconstruction of behavior: a human itself managed its psychical life.

The scientist understood the real meaning of these facts (phenomena of mediation) but the existing methodological apparatus of psychology did not allow explaining them (let’s remind that there was talk of the process for choice in indefinite situation, mediated memorizing and “bringing up” operation of calculation).

These higher psychical functions in the life of adult (or a child) that achieved the level of mediation in its age) are in fact obvious but it is impossible to explain them using any finesse of traditional methods. They really create the impression of petrifactions for these methods (i.e. such ones that are as firm as stone and do not allow a researcher to come “inside them”). And meantime they are principally important because only they transform the natural psychics into cultural one. So, we need the adequate analysis.

Here, in our opinion, is the most important turning point. And it happens so not even because a principally new method of research was established but because the fundamental and unique tradition of scientific research for psychology until now was laid here. Vygotskyy, having noticed and distinguished really key facts, found the bravery to treat them as the facts of life and did not start interpreting and creating his theory but made significantly correct step as a scientist.

He started creating the method in order the facts of life would be filled with theoretical content, would be confirmed, disproved or specified and only then would be laid as the basis for theoretical construction. This position became the ideology of pupils and followers of Vygotskyy, and, finally, the whole national genetic psychology. It determined the success of the latter.

What shall be the adequate method of research? In principle, the problem of method is one of the central problems in genetic psychology and hereby such one that is actively and meaningfully being developed. One can tell about separate direction of genetic psychology (Maksymenko, 1981, 2000), which object is the experimental genetic method. Here we will settle only schematically as certain directions of genetic psychology were mainly formed pursuant to modifications of research method.

Vygotskyy thinks that it is necessary artificially to cause and to create the genetic process of psychical development in order to overcome with petrifaction of mature psychical structures. This is the definition for experimental genetic method of research. But what and how is it necessary to cause?

Let’s again return to the facts. They, as the whole ontogenesis of personality, show that the higher processes are developed in the direction of possession of psychics by human using artificial (social due to nature) means, i.e. indirectly. The same facts testify that later, in mature state, these structures become very compact (folded) and are not “caught” in usual research procedure, although they are very obvious, even banal. In fact, the real ontogenesis sets here the scheme for method (Vygotskyy told about it for many times).

This scheme is concretized in the first variants into instrumental method (research of mediated memorizing by O.M. Leontyev) and method of double stimulation (formation of artificial concepts by L.S. Sakharov). In both cases a child has two stimuli – stimulus-object (something should be done with it) and stimulus-means, from which a child creates a means for management of its activity. Such means may be a symbol or a tool, meaning of word (concept). Vygotskyy thought that there may be other means, which are from set – external ones – passed by child to internal plan, and, finally, are the “units” of consciousness.
The ways for this transition (appropriation): acquisition, invention or inheritance are planned. The principally important nuance is that the means are not given but set, i.e. a child itself shall make (create) something (finally, it may be anything) by the means. Here,

Firstly, the real ("natural") genesis is taken into consideration (the characteristic expression by Vygotsky on occasion of how a Moor "wrote" the whole message using hacks on the tree: "How many thoughts were used for this")’

Secondly, the genetic heterogeneity of psychical development is emphasized (it is convincingly concretized in modern researches by P. Tulviste about heterogeneity of thinking (Tulviste, 1977));

Thirdly, the determinative meaning for activity of subject itself is accentuated, hereby, the activity is clearly creative due to nature (it establishes the means).

Hence, such purely psychological thing as feelings "clears up", and the process for creation of means and the means itself and its "displacement" inside is experienced. F.T. Mykhaylov exactly tells in this relation: "Any subjective feelings of human are the feelings – processing of external subject into "its-living", into the sphere of its life" (Mykhaylov, 1990).

In the whole, already at initial stages of application, the experimental genetic method brilliantly confirms its research possibilities. He is equally and highly efficient in research of genesis of all higher cognitive processes, and, besides, very flexible and multi functional (the latter one, by the way, is already seen from names).

Vygotsky himself used very many terms: in addition to classical - "experimental genetic", "genetic modeling", "causal genetic", "synthetic genetic" and even "conditional genetic" (it is doubtful that Vygotsky here uses the synonyms – he rather underlines the nuances but this problem should specially be studied).

Along with strictly diagnostic qualities the fact that this method is also forming and modeling starts increasingly being realized and accepted. There appears the perspective (that takes your breath away) for purposeful formation of human psychics. Perhaps, it partially caught Vygotsky himself. In any case, the sixth chapter "Thinking and language", devoted to research of development of scientific concepts in childhood, contains some passion on this occasion; and due to content it is in many aspects not limited by study of this process and presents the perspective program for development of special measures for formation of scientific concepts.

Strictly speaking, it historically so happened: this chapter became the basis for this sphere of genetic psychology that we now call "Theory of developing learning". Here the problem on correlation of learning and development is actualized and solved by Vygotsky in the brilliant classical style using the new concept "area of the nearest development". He clearly sees the perspective for management of psychical development and it catches him (as it shall catch any psychologist). It is necessary to take into consideration the time of actions – they would like so much to remake a human!

And still Vygotsky have enough courage to be very careful and cautious. Thus, learning as management of process for acquisition of cultural historical experience by child in the form of ways of activity is the determinative one in development. It is its form, it may "tail along" development, may forego or "keep pace" with it but it is not the same.

They are two different processes. They are correlated ("learning and development correlate as the area of the nearest development and actual area") but however they are different things. All this is clearly formulated in the following phrase: a step in learning may mean hundred steps in development or vice versa (!).

The same refrain is in the problem on correlation of vital and scientific concepts, relative and absolute successfulness, and normative academic disciplines. These problems have been waiting for their solution until now. The problem on individual variants for development is in the same context. The discussion of abovementioned problems by Vygotsky is the warning against very daring modeling (designing) of psychical processes.

By the way, G.S. Kostiuk was the nearest one to Vygotsky in the terms of manifestation of special caution in issue about management of development. We think that the common point of view that these two scientists followed to different opinions on this problem is absolutely ungrounded. On the contrary, their opinions on the problem of learning and development are not just close but practically identical. (We will not stop here on detailed analysis but we will mention at least one thing: only Vygotsky and Kostiuk have a very clear and important thought that the development of cognitive sphere, no matter how active modeling it would be, is it not the whole development yet.)

In the whole, researches, made by Vygotsky and his pupils, allowed determining the important mechanisms for process of psychical development. Besides, they opened the directions for further search. Strictly speaking, these directions are found to be included into experimental genetic method itself. The first and the main line in development of genetic psychology became the possibility for construction of the higher psychical processes at child with the indices, set in advance.

Here the works by P.Ya. Galperin about formation of oriented basis for action, ideal action (way of action) and its transformation into internal component of consciousness (interiorization of action) were initial ones. This line was quite logically "included" into learning and transformed into the most powerful part of genetic psychology (theory of developing learning). Further we will return to the analysis of this direction and now we will fix only upon its scientific essence.

If we assume from the primary scheme (instrumental method), there is the mystery how a subject transforms “another” object into the means. It is natural that it causes to a certain activity. For it this is the whole tangle of problems: it is necessary to "retain" the task, to identify the object that mostly "suits" to be a means for its fulfillment in the environment, to make the system of actions for transformation, to return to the task and to fulfill it. The process is not finished at this but one can already see the scheme, researched by P.Ya. Galperin with his colleagues and pupils.

The most impressive results were received from special learning of blind, deaf and mute children (I.A. Sokolynskyy, O.I. Mescheryalov). In this case the nature provided the genetic psychology, if we could say so, with the ideal
conditions for experiment, and the possibilities for method were brilliantly confirmed. However, the approach by Galperin-Davydov (including the theory of developing learning) itself does not and cannot solve all problems on study of genesis of psychics. It shows only one aspect – functional (due to apt expression by L.F. Obukhova), i.e. such one that discloses and realizes the possibilities for directed formation of psychical structures.

There is one more, strictly speaking, genetic problem, related to age development as such one that occurs beyond and regardless of experimental learning. The issue, whether the process of development can be as much formed as studied using experimental genetic method, gave rise to the second line of researches, linked with the names of O.V. Zaporozhets, O.M. Leontyev and G.S. Kostiu (by the way, it was the first one chronologically). There is one more line of genetic psychology – the least developed but, perhaps, the most interesting one.

This is the problem for formation of personality. It is obvious, logical and fair to think that it was launched by researches of L.I. Bozhovych.

One more, already hardly marked line of researches is linked with application of provisions and schemes of genetic psychology in psychotherapy and rehabilitation work (post-traumatism). We shall pay attention to the fact the theoretical (even philosophical methodological) searches are now intensively run in modern genetic psychology. They are very original, in particular in modern Ukrainian psychology, and we will return to these, really most important questions at the end of section.

Modern science receives the main massif of experimental data about psychical development of personality thanks to researches, held within pedagogical science. It relates, as it was already mentioned, to powerful development of theory of learning activity (D.B. Elkonin, V.V. Davydov, S.D. Maksymenko, A.K. Markova, V.V. Replkin, et al.). The generalized work by V.V. Davydov (Davydov, 1996), as well as in our book (Maksymenko, 2000), tracks in details the evolution of experimental genetic method from methodology of gradual formation of mental actions (P.Ya.Galperin) to forming educational experiment.

We can here restrict only with underlying the essential things for our analysis:

Firstly, the abovementioned evolution “transferred” the research from laboratory to natural experiment (and this is principally important as here the development is specifically brought together, the one, being modeled, and the “natural”);

Secondly, it is necessary once more maximally to settle with the term “forming”, as until now some works of adherents and opponents of direction reflect its primitive wrong understanding: as if we transform a child into passive, objective being (ancient “tabula rasa”) and literally “form” its structures with our influences.

In fact, everything is quite on the contrary. The activity of child itself is formed always using the special psychological pedagogical technique in any experimental genetic research, if it is made exactly in the terms of theoretical methodological one.

But it is not just activity but such one that allows him/her mastering the learning material through ways of actions with objects of acquisition, transforming them into means of development of own psychical structures (self-development). in general and in the whole we speak here about format of learning activity.

Finally, thirdly: the researches, made within the framework of theory of learning activity, are very important for pedagogy - both practical and theoretical. It is an independent and very interesting aspect in modern development of pedagogical psychology that exceeds the limits of this book.

The main, essential idea of forming experiment in the theory of developing learning was that the acquisition of theoretical concept by child as a way to solve learning tasks means its (concept’s) transformation into the means (stimulus-means, by L.S. Vygotskyy) of management by its cognitive sphere. This means first of all the spontaneity and mediation of cognitive processes, realized and reflected self-development of mental actions, and, as a result, scientific theoretical attitude to reality.

It was hypothetically anticipated that as forming experiment has vivid constructive modeling nature, change of conditions and content of its performance, it will allow directionally forming other, including personalistic, psychical structures of child. A great number of researches, made during realization of this idea, allowed receiving many most interesting results, which are impossible to generalize now – as they are so multidimensional and numerous.

We will try to analyze only some modern researches in order to describe two important questions: whether the forming educational experiment in fact allows disclosing and studying the process of development that is hidden from observer under usual conditions. And, secondly, whether this experiment in fact allows influencing on development, designing it? It means that we are interested whether the abovementioned experiment is the variety of experimental genetic method?

Let’s return to the facts. Our colleague L.I. Arshavina studied the peculiarities for development of analytical components for thinking at junior pupils (Arshavina, 1983). The diagnostic research shows the preference of empirical or theoretical components in analysis in different modifications at various children. It allows establishing these components (composite structural, functional and genetic). However, the question how the analysis is developed, on what this development depends, remains open and is not studied within traditional experimental methodology.

This methodology enabled understanding the only thing that is the correlation between the type of analysis and the type of generalization, which is formed in learning: mainly formal analysis is formed at empirical type of generalization, at theoretical one – accordingly – theoretical. It allowed assuming the available dependence between generalization and analysis.

At the same time it was anticipated that the use of forming experiment will allow studying the process for analytical components of thinking itself. L.I. Arshavina performed the series of forming educational experiments with the group of junior pupils, devoted to formation of theoretical type of generalization at them. They really allowed disclosing the process for development of analysis.

It was found out that the key factor for development is the separation of genetic relations, which characterize the principle for construction of objects. The acquisition of these
relations in the process for theoretical generalization leads to origin of theoretical forms for analysis. However, the process for development is not finished at this. The research convincingly shows that the ways for theoretical analysis are developed into techniques of independent mental activity, i.e. provide with further development of thinking process. It is the main line for development of analytical components in thinking.

It is expected that further pupils, thanks to the new psychological structure (independent techniques of mental activity), “will be able to overcome with generalizations that are empirically “introduced”. Thus, this research in fact studied the process for development of analytical components in thinking.

Author shows that, strictly speaking, the theoretical analysis is formed only at those children, who mastered its all three components (structural, functional and genetic); the prerequisites for rapid formation of this kind of analysis are formed at other children (“area of the nearest development”).

The research by L.I. Arshavina positively answers our second question – it was obviously developing. Let’s mention that this research caused to interest and had the continuation in the work by other authors (Nezhnov, Medvedev, 1988) that modeled the development of meaningful analysis not on learning material but through construction of “ideal subjective action that allows reconstructing the researched subjective system by thought, as well as ideal subject as the nearest prerequisite for realization of action itself” (Nezhnov, Medvedev, 1988, p. 18).

Hereby, as the authors mentioned, the ideal actions serves as the own law for changes of object and the ideal object – as the “mechanism” (symbolic tool) for fixation and realization of action itself. The abovementioned idealizations in totality fix the “cellule” of researched subjective system, modeling the general principle for its establishment.

The interest to study on development of thinking using forming experiment remains very high. Researchers received very important results. It is necessary to mention the works by Ya.O.Pomonaryov, who studied the influence of experimental learning on formation of internal plan for actions at junior pupils, O.S. Zak, who analyzed the peculiarities for development of theoretical thinking at junior pupils, and many others.

Let’s briefly stop on the analysis of some works in this field, made by our colleagues. Already in 1982 the research, devoted to study on development of creative musical thinking at junior pupils, was held (Vasylykych, 1982). In the analytical declaratory part of this work we tried to move away from traditionally multidimensional explanation of creative thinking (which, unfortunately, is still used until now) and to apply the analysis “due to units”. It was anticipated that such “unit” shall determine the development of creative musical thinking. It was necessary to find it. Besides, of course, we had the task to disclose and to study the process of development itself.

Forming experiment allowed determining that motion in development of musical thinking at children from reproductive until creative level is in fact determined not by a range of musical psychological components (hearing, sense of rhythm, etc.) but by the use of absolutely special structure by a subject as a means, which we then called musical experience.

This “unit” is internally structured pursuant to initial general contradiction (perception of music – musical self-expression).

The experimental learning of music, built due to the type of meaningful generalization, was aimed to master the musical experience as a theoretical concept, i.e. a way for solution of systems of learning tasks. The way for development of musical thinking at children, the appearance of elements for creativity in it became obvious as a result from such learning.

Moreover, it was also cleared up that the formed structure then continues being developed, defining the attitude of children to music. "This research, in our opinion, was to a certain extent unique, mainly due to its results."

We mean that it was found the interesting phenomenon for integration of vital knowledge at child and ways for its communication into uniform psychological structure (musical experience) and its use of this structure as a means. Unfortunately, it was not continued and has been waiting for its researches, being very perspective. (It is a great pity that this first most interesting result is not mentioned in monograph by O.M.Laktonin (1988)).

The peculiarities for development of thinking at pupils of average school age were studied in connection with formation of techniques for linguistic activity at them (Tokarev, 1997). The educational experiment in this research was built in the form of original spiral, at each coil of which pupils mastered the definite operations from subjective sense bearing and logical organization of verbal statement, as well as the arsenal of techniques for their use.

The characteristic feature for this system of learning tasks is the realization of principle for unity of subjective content in thinking verbal activity and operational technical procedures that was expressed in realization of linguistic structures as a composite integral verbal statement.

The special attention in this monograph is also paid to the objective content of learning that a pupil in this experiment transformed into a means for development of own thinking.

Such means here was the author’s verbal statement (thereby, among others, the provision by M.M. Bakhtin about addressness and its meaning in establishment and perception of text). The use of this means allows pupils processing and building the sense bearing structures of text that, in their turn, testifies to development of analytical synthetic components in thinking.

We cannot here in details analyze other researchers, in which forming experiment served as the modification for experimental genetic method in the sphere of learning and formation of structures for thinking and cognitive processes. It is absolutely obvious that we receive the positive answers for questions, set at the beginning, i.e. the method does not only diagnose the development but causes to it.

It seems to us that it is possible and necessary to mention here one peculiarity that, due to our data, is inherent namely to researches by Ukrainian psychologists.

The task in described cycle of works was to receive the scientific facts, which would confirm or disprove the initial idea by Vygotskyy that a means can be not only a tool or symbol (it is studied by Vygotskyy himself) but very many
other things ("anything", if to cite the classic more precisely). Firstly, our researches once more confirm experimentally that such means to be considered the meaning (scientific concept).

By the way, Russian authors in traditional researches limited by this, passing to solution of other problems. Later it was found out that a means may be "musical experience", "verbal statement" and many other factors. They all are the means for development of different sides in higher psychical structures. Interiorizing, they stipulate, first of all, different connection of other psychical functions that are included into this "cluster"; secondly, define the genetic heterogeneity of higher forms for psychics and, thirdly, create their own tissue of consciousness.

We think that our direction of researches is cardinal because it experimentally opens the specificity for construction of human consciousness and fills the concept of interfunctional systems, which was the last "favorite" subject of study for Vygotsky, with concrete scientific content.

The possibility really to understand the structure of consciousness, relying on data of science but not on own logical schemes, is opened. The research on mechanisms for goal-setting in learning activity is demonstrative in this sense (Shvalb, 1997, 1983).

Having theoretically proved that "a unit" of goal-setting is not the relation "purpose-result" but relation "purpose-means", author showed that the main form for goal-setting in learning activity is the perception of learning task by pupil, i.e. transformation of this task into learning exercise by pupil that "is in fact the objective rethinking of learning task, i.e. it is the subjective purpose of action" (Shvalb, 1997, p. 66).

The learning task reflects the personalistic content of learning exercise and learning in the whole, thus, it is strictly connected with sense-forming motive of learning activity. The diagnostic research of goal-setting allows detecting three levels of its development in junior pupils. The use of forming experiment opens the process for development of this psychological phenomenon and allows establishing that the means for construction of learning purpose are determinative in this development.

In case of traditional learning such means are not clear notions about product of activity and the ways for its fulfillment as if "fall out" from actual consciousness of subject and is not directionally formed.

The experimental learning, held due to the type of formation of learning activity, is directed to appropriate namely the ways for construction of subject under study. In this case these ways serve as the means for construction of purpose. Thus, the meaningful determinants for goal-setting are established – "psychical formations (concepts, notions, and images) function in activity in the role of the means for the definition of purpose, and valuable motivational components that are expressed in the interests of personality" (Elkonin, 1974, p. 25).

What occurs further?

Goal-setting is the process, being appropriated using the special means, became "a unit" of consciousness and is transformed into the means not only of ordered and purposeful treatment but serves to development of higher levels of consciousness.

Yu.M. Shvalb makes the conclusion that goal-setting is the component of consciousness but not of activity and provides with realization of its attitudes to the world by personality. Thus, the author comes to a very interesting concept of goal-setting consciousness.

It was found out that the level in fixation of results in productive actions that stand, perhaps, higher than the level of productive goal-setting, i.e. "intentional processes appear a bit later than capabilities of children to separate and to form their own results" (Lysiuk, 2000, p. 66). Pursuant to received results the author assumes that the capability to form productive purposes consists of minimum two mutually dependent processes: process for establishment of capability to form and to separate the productive results and process for transformation of productive results into purpose at children. We see that "a unit" of analysis in this work pursuant to analysis for empirical data is the relation "result-purpose-result".

It seems very interesting to continue further search in order, at least, to clear up: this relation is the key one for pre-school age, and then the relation "means-value-purpose-means" “is included” in the role of key one, whether there are other, much more complex psychological grounds for development of goal-setting? Or is the correlation of purpose and result not only genetically primary but has the general character in development of goal-setting?

Another line in modern genetic psychology is represented by researches, in which the attention is paid to the process for formation of learning activity at pupils. Here experimental genetic method is represented (and is used) in the form of natural forming experiment. If we use the term by L.F. Obukhov “functional genetic research” it should be mentioned that the functional part is realized in this direction. It is also essential that the developing effect in these researches acquires the mass character because it concerns at once s significant contingent of pupils.

Certain research tasks for this group of works were defined already by founders of theory of developing learning (D.B. Elkonin, V.V. Davydov, S.D. Maksymenko, V.V. Repkin) and remained, strictly speaking, without changes. It is:

Firstly, logical psychological analysis of different school academic subjects,

Secondly, organization of children learning due to experimental methodologies,

Thirdly, formation of psychological components for learning activity of children.

It is important that each concrete research in this line contains the solution of tasks from all three groups, although, of course, one prevails depending on purpose of the work. Let’s mention that these researches are well-known, rather fundamentally generalized and thus, we will here touch only some perspective, in our opinion, problems and results.

Logical psychological analysis of academic subject is the procedure, which is very necessary in developing learning. Already L.S. Vygotsky by research way established that “scientific concept is developed”, later the way of this development in consciousness: from the general to the concrete was studied (E.V. Ilyenkov).

The activity itself is hereby a quasi-discovery. In general, the learning material shall be the dynamic model for theoretical generalization.
The first researches were held on the material of Russian language and Mathematics in primary school. They were very successful and confirmed, in the whole, the developing effect of this approach (L.I. Aydarova, A.K. Markova, P.S. Zhedek, V.V. Repkin, et al.). In fact, different opinions of scientists appeared already here.

Thus, if logical psychological analysis of Russian language in works by V.V. Repkin and P.S. Zhedek was held in terms that the essential task for its acquisition was the formation of theoretical linguistic concepts in learning cognitive activity, then L.I. Aydarova assumed that genetically initial learning linguistic activity shall be formed in this age (junior pupils).

Hence her approach to analysis is, strictly speaking, communicative and she considers "notification" as a general way of speech. Further the point of view by V.V. Reprin was mainly developed (effective curricula, textbooks and study guides were created namely pursuant to those notions).

However, the problem is not already solved. The abovementioned positions shall be researched and synthesized by some way because the principles of experimental genetic research require it. It means first of all the requirement of Vygotskyy that the method shall not only be formed but shall allow studying the development itself and here one cannot but takes into consideration the importance and generality of communicative activity in linguistic development of child.

On the other hand, the psychological collision, related to genetic heterogeneity, is disclosed: simultaneous representation of "vital" layer in psychics (unconscious, acquired and used in communication by native language) and layer of "theoretical – theoretical – scientific theoretical" (acquisition of generalized linguistic concepts). This coexistence worried very much already Vygotskyy (correlation of scientific and vital concepts), however, now we are still far away from solution of issues on heterogeneity in this meaning; in other words, we cannot answer, which activity - learning cognitive or learning linguistic - will mostly optimize the general process for linguistic development of child.

In the whole, we shall mention that logical psychological analysis and construction of other academic subjects (in addition to language and mathematics in junior classes) were and are carried out in the theory of developing learning much less intensively that may be justified only partly. The cardinal psychological question "What is developed?" remains still without answer in the theory of developing learning, and, moreover, it shall be added with other cardinal question: "What could be developed?"

If we think that the acquisition of one-two subjects due to developing methodology will provide with overall development, then we easily return to the theory of formal discipline "in terms of influence of the whole on everything in learning" (Davydov, 1996, p. 232). However, the fact for influence of experimental learning in one-two subjects on overall development in theory of learning activity has not been proved. V.V. Davydov in his time expressed the meaningful idea about different sides of developing consciousness (scientific theoretical, artistic, moral) that are quite different, and, thus, they shall be developed in different modifications of learning activity, and using different academic subjects.

We think that this side of problem on development is very important, thus, we support the intensity of corresponding scientific researches. During recent year the work on construction of such academic subjects as natural science, botany, chemistry, physics, history, music was held. As it is seen, the researches cover not only very different academic subjects but go beyond junior school age that is very essential in itself because the learning activity in teenager's age stops being leading, the social situation of development is changed, thus the experimental check of developing effect in forming experiment is necessary.

Let's emphasize once more: out interest to empirical research of different academic disciplines means that, besides, other, methodological instructions – conclusions and generalization shall arise from scientific facts. In other words, we think that the conclusions about possibility for construction of all academic subjects due to logic “general – concrete” and receipt of developing effect from their acquisition will be reliable if we receive these results but not transfer them in the process of own analysis, relying on “development” of one subject.

The results from performed researches and those ones, which are held now, not only confirm the initial theoretical prerequisites, they allow establishing specific peculiarities for development of children. The work by M.D. Boyprav, which studied the psychological conditions for formation of scientific concepts at junior pupils while studying botany, is demonstrative in this content (Boyprav, 1982). Logical psychological analysis of academic subject, held by author, allowed establishing the initial genetic relation in the course of botany as a sphere of scientific biological knowledge.

It is the relation “function – structure”. The structure of academic course as a deployment of this correlation and development of scientific concepts was built up. The way for acquisition (transformation of concept into means), suggested by author, is interesting. The educational experiments played its role.

Experimental genetic research allowed studying the development in independence at pupils, having defined four qualitatively originals levels in it. Besides it was found out that the declared waiting of author about influence of independence on efficiency in formation of concepts shall significantly be added as the reverse process was detected: independence was formed in educational experiment and theoretical concept served as the means for this formation.

On the other hand, it was determined that independence was used as a means for further acquisition of concepts.

In the whole the research "comes to" the structure of consciousness in a bit other plan than the works on goal-setting but more precise because here we can exactly define the structure and functions of interfunctional system, which appeared, having hereby avoided excessive hypothetical character. This work, thanks to its complexity, touches very important aspect in development of personalistic structures using learning activity in great number of interesting researches on personality in genetic psychology, on which analysis we will fix below.

The third from abovementioned tasks (study on construction of learning activity and psychological peculiarities for its formation) is considered in numerous theoretical and experimental researches, made within the theory of developing learning. The theoretical works by D.B.
Elkonin, V.V. Davydov, A.K. Markova, which underlie the theory of learning activity, are well known.

Fundamental works by V.V. Repkin allowed clearing up the construction of learning activity, peculiarities for learning tasks, their classification and development in learning activity of pupils.

Another line here is the research of separate structural elements in learning activity and peculiarities for their formation. Thus, our colleagues study the peculiarities for development of goal-setting in learning activity (abovementioned research), formation of self-control at junior teenagers (Glazyrina, 1985), formation of separate learning actions and their system, peculiarities for assessment and self-assessment in learning activity, etc. The cycle of researches, devoted to study of motives for learning activity, will be considered at analysis on development of personality in genetic psychology.

One more line of researches concerns the problem on acceptance of learning tasks. We think that it is one of the most interesting and perspective directions in modern researches of learning activity. The fact for acceptance of learning exercise alone means the principal change in psychics of pupil, and, in the whole, pupil alone as a subject of learning activity. It is a key moment that is realized by psychologists and requires very large attention.

The process for acceptance of learning exercise is in fact studied very widely in terms of theoretical and experimental but, unfortunately, not genetic psychology.

The phenomena of pre-definition and post-definition were discovered by experimental way (G.O. Ball, V.T. Dorokhina, Yu.I. Mashbits, et al.), and these are principal discoveries that however have the empirical character. A great number of works established the factors, which influence on the process for acceptance of tasks, however, they, although being very important, cannot explain the essence of this key phenomenon.

In these researches the acceptance itself is taken out of the brackets. The attempts for theoretical explanation for this phenomenon in its “binding” with learning task are very fruitful, and especially it should be mentioned about significant step by G.O. Ball, who introduced the concept “internal learning task” and at its development he most closely came to understanding the essence of process for acceptance of learning task.

**Conclusion**

Why do we think that this phenomenon is the key one and its study is so important?

In our opinion, it is in fact a meaningful “unit” of process for development in learning activity. Hereby it is not usual relation of two opposite phenomena in their unity. It is a complex “unit”, in which such different structures as the level of actual development and “area of the nearest development”, motives, interests (both learning and extra-curricular processes), level in acquisition of ways for actions and many other things “gathered” in it.

All this gathered and implemented in simultaneous act that we call “acceptance of learning task”. And this is the personalistic act itself because the emotional sphere and individually typological peculiarities also have their representation in it.

We think that it is necessary to deploy the researches, directed to detect the psychological essences of this phenomenon. Let we state the assumption that acceptance of learning task is the “ideal object” in genetic psychology and shall be studied in classical variant of experimental genetic method. And here, in our opinion, there is the possibility to unite its functional and genetic components.

The simultaneous process for acceptance shall be deployed and exteriorized under special experimental conditions, and at the same time it shall be formed (once more we refer to classical experiments by O.V. Zaporozhets and then O.N. Leontyev, G.S. Kostiuk, S.D. Smirnov, et al.).

Having sketchily implemented the depicted scheme, we can study the genesis for acceptance of learning task and it means to study and to understand it alone. (Maksymenko, 2000)